Advice for donkey trekking…
Before each departure we will give you all the good advice necessary for
a good start. Be careful and do not hesitate to ask questions. A logbook
to prepare the donkey you will receive.
We'll get the donkeys to the paddock to prepare them.
Cleaning Session (Carefully brush the back of a donkey
to remove twigs
that could injure under load) and then cleaning the feet (right foot
right eye)
Then equipment and loading of your pet, safety instructions
We of course will study the IGN map and road book together
The walks are without accompaniment, you need to know direct you with a map,
the markup is present but may be damaged.

For a stroll in the day count 1 / 4 of an hour of preparation.
For a course of several days count 1h to 1h30 preparation.
Make sure you have set all
your

your luggage. Sorting last minute can last a long
time and
future companion trample impatience. Both start in good conditions for
all.

Recommended arrival between 8:30 and 9 am
(According to Season of course)
It is very wise to go see us on the eve of departure for several days,
then we will study the course and it will save time at all and you will
benefit fully from your 1st day of hiking. You can also take and fill
the donkeybags the before day. Take rucksacks, all will not necessarily
in donkeybags and rucksack easily cling to a saddle and harness allow
narrower (easy when the roads are narrow, this is the case the first day
on the “tour of the gorge”)
In each accommodation there will be an enclosure for donkeys and the
necessary food (barley and hay), you feed them and make them drink.
Donkey Food is included in the rental price.
One camping will ask 1,85€/donkey (camping of la Goule) for rental of the
enclosure.

you can contact us for any additional advice : trekane@orange.fr

